NEW Crystic Ecogel® SO PA is a zero styrene spray gelcoat for industrial applications, already approved by and sold to a major player within the wind sector.

Crystic Ecogel® products are ultra low styrene spray gelcoats, designed for use in a variety of end applications.

FEATURES

Unlike our competitors, all Crystic Ecogel® products, like all Scott Bader gelcoats, are acetone free and can be used with Butanox® M-50.

- High elongation
- Ultra low styrene content
  (including a zero styrene gelcoat)
- Excellent weathering performance
- Easy to apply
- Low VOC emission
Crystic Ecogel® Family of Low Styrene Gelcoats

Ultra low styrene content spray gelcoats, designed for use in a variety of end applications

Crystic Ecogel® S0 PA

NEW Crystic Ecogel® SO PA is a zero styrene iso spray gelcoat for industrial applications such as the wind energy sector.

16% STYRENE CONTENT

Crystic Ecogel® S1 PA

Market leading, ultra low styrene iso gelcoat, suitable for wind energy and industrial applications.

16% STYRENE CONTENT

Crystic Ecogel® S2 PA

A superior weathering, ultra low styrene iso-NPG gelcoat, suitable for white and off-white applications in the marine industry.

16% STYRENE CONTENT

Crystic Ecogel® S3 PA

A superior weathering, very low VOC Isophthalic NPG marine gelcoat, designed for the production of high quality marine parts. Available in both white and off-white colours.

23% STYRENE CONTENT

Crystic Ecogel® S5 PA

A cost effective isophtalic option, suitable for industrial applications (not marine) where users are looking for an industrial option with low styrene.

23% STYRENE CONTENT